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Abstract

We describe the design of main impedance generating elements of DAΦNE
vacuum chamber and discuss the impact of these elements on single and
multibunch beam dynamics.

1 - INTRODUCTION

The e+e−  Φ-factory DAΦNE is presently under construction in Frascati (Italy).
It is designed as a double ring system with a maximum number of 120
bunches/beam. The short term luminosity goal is L = 1.3 ⋅1032 cm−2 sec−1 with 30
bunches. The main features of the factory have been described in details
elsewhere [1]. Table 1 gives the relevant parameters of the DAΦNE main rings.

The basic design choice of achieving the required luminosity with a large
total current, distributed over a large number of bunches, makes the operation
very critical with respect to coupled bunch instabilities. These instabilities have
been identified since the very beginning of the project as a potentially severe
limit on the ultimate achievable luminosity. For this reason, one of the primary
goals in the machine design was to reduce to a minimum the number of vacuum
chamber elements creating parasitic high order modes (HOMs) capable to drive
the multibunch instability and to develop means for damping both the HOMS
and the instabilities. This task is accomplished by properly designing the RF
cavity and by coupling off the HOMs through loops or wave-guides to extract
energy from the resonant fields, thus reducing at the same time the quality
factor Q and the shunt impedance R. The residual excitation of beam oscillations
is damped by means of a bunch-by-bunch digital feedback system.
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Table 1. Main DAΦNE Parameters

Energy
Average radius
Emittance
Beam-beam tune shift
Betatron tune
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Revolution frequency
Max. number of bunches
Minimum bunch separation
Bunch average current
Particles per bunch
Momentum compaction
Natural energy spread
Bunch length
Synchrotron radiation loss
Damping time
RF voltage
Synchrotron tune
Beta functions at IP
Maximum luminosity

E
R

  
εx / εy

  
ξx / ξy

  
νx / νy

 f rf
h
f0
nb
sb
I0
N
 α

  σε0 / E
σz
U0

  τε / τx
Vrf
 νs

  
βx

* /βy
*

 L

510.0
15.548
1/0.01

0.04/0.04
5.13/6.10

368.25
120

3.0688
120
81.4
43.7

  9.0 ⋅1010

0.0058
0.000396

3.0
9.3

17.8/36.0
250

0.0078
450/4.5

   5.3 ⋅1032

Mev
m

mm.mrad

MHz

MHz

cm
mA

cm
keV/turn

ms
 kV

 cm
 cm-2s-1

The single bunch instabilities are also of great importance for DAΦNE. In
order to achieve high luminosity in a short machine the single bunch current
must be high. This implies that certain single bunch thresholds must be taken
into account. Indeed, for DAΦNE, the approximate criterion on the limit of the
microwave longitudinal instability [2]:

  

ZL
n





 eff

=
2πα (E / e) σε0 / E( )2σz0

I0R
 

(1)

gives a small longitudinal impedance limit 
  

ZL / n( )eff ≈ 0.01Ω  and the turbulent
lengthening (and widening) regime can hardly be avoided. Here σz0  is the
natural bunch length (4.82 mm at Vrf =250 kV).

The energy spread σε  and the bunch length are the key parameters defining
Touschek lifetime, parasitic losses, luminosity, multibunch instability rise times
etc. This demanded careful analysis of the broad-band impedance of the
machine (short range wake fields) and simulation of the bunch lengthening
process.

The transverse mode coupling does not seem to be a limiting instability for
DAΦNE as it is for large machines, LEP for example [3]. Nevertheless, the in-
stability can be destructive for the beam and its threshold has to be estimated.
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The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we discuss the
design of the main vacuum chamber elements with analysis of their impedance
and possible impact on the beam dynamics. Section 3 describes the results of
bunch lengthening simulations and gives estimates for the transverse mode
coupling threshold. Section 4 shows the results of the multibunch instability
simulations. In the Appendix we summarize formulae which have been used for
multibunch instabilities rise time calculations. More details on the subject of the
paper can be found in the quoted References.

2 - IMPEDANCE GENERATING ELEMENTS

2.1. RF cavity

2.1.1. RF power requirements

DAΦNE is designed to store a maximum current of 5.24 A in 120 bunches
per ring at 510 MeV. The RF power per ring, given by the sum of the power
delivered to the beam and that dissipated on the cavity walls, is about 100 kW
for 120 bunches at 250 kV gap voltage. One 150 kW klystron amplifier per ring
will be installed to feed a 368.25 MHz RF cavity.

2.1.2. Shape choice

The choice of the cavity shape has been matter of a long debate. The goal
was to reduce both the shunt impedance R and the (R/Q) of the cavity HOMs in
order to increase the longitudinal instability thresholds.

The basic ideas to reduce the HOM impedances were to provide large and
long tapered cavity beam tubes to let the parasitic modes propagate along them
and to couple out the HOM energy by means of waveguides (WG) [4].

The tapered tubes are used as a gradual transition from the cavity iris to the
ring vacuum pipe. A careful analysis of the longitudinal wake potentials made
with the code TBCI [5] has shown that in a long taper cavity the loss factor of
the HOMs is significantly lower than that of a cavity with short tubes [6]. This
means that, on the average, the R/Q values of the parasitic modes are reduced.

Two basic cavity shapes, the so called "nose-cone" and "rounded" profiles,
were considered. Calculations performed with the computer codes URMEL [7]
and OSCAR2D [8] and experimental measurements made on prototypes have
shown that the two models are comparable in terms of HOM impedances as il-
lustrated in Table 2. Therefore the rounded cavity was chosen since its me-
chanical design is much simpler. The cavity shape was then optimized in order
to keep the fundamental mode (FM) impedance above 3 MΩ to reduce the
dissipated power and make the cooling design easier. Much care was also taken
to keep the higher impedance HOM frequencies far away from harmonics of the
beam in order to avoid resonant enhancement of the parasitic power losses.
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Table 2. Nosecone vs. Rounded

Nosecone Rounded Nosecone Rounded

Frequency (MHz)
R/Q (Ω)
Q
Rs (MΩ)
kl (V/pC)

k0 (V/pC)
kpm (V/pC)
kt' (V/pC/m)
kpm /k0

kt'/k0 *1 mm

368.3
69.9

34000
2.37
0.101

0.077
0.024
1.16
0.31
0.015

368.3
61.7

49000
3.04
0.129

0.068
0.061
1.38
0.91
0.02

0-MM-1 mode:
Frequency (MHz)
R/Q (Ω)
Q
Rs (kΩ)

0-EM-1 mode:
Frequency (MHz)
R'/Q (Ω)
Q
Rs' (kΩ)

704.7
4.2

30000
128

565.0
30.3

42000
1.28

696.8
16.0

50000
800

532.7
13.7

54000
0.74

2.1.3. HOM damping and measurements on prototype.

HOM damping is obtained by opening rectangular slots onto the cavity sur-
face and applying at those positions rectangular WGs which can convey out of
the cavity the fields of the parasitic modes in the TE10 WG dominant mode.

The DAΦNE cavity is equipped with five WGs. Three WGs are applied, 120°
apart for symmetry considerations, onto the central body. They are 305x40
mm2 rectangular WGs with TE10 cut-off at 495 MHz. Their position allows, on
the average, the best coupling with the magnetic field HΦ of the HOMs. One
additional 140x40 mm2 WG, with cut-off at 1070 MHz, is placed on each
tapered tube to couple some high frequency HOMs which penetrate along the
pipes and have intense HΦ at that position.

In order to dissipate the HOM power extracted from the cavity, the rect-
angular WGs are converted in double ridge WGs with a smooth and wideband
tapered section which is finally adapted to 50 Ω by a transition to coaxial. The
obtained bandwidth is 0.5-3 GHz and 1.2-3 GHz respectively with standing
wave ratio (VSWR) < 2 in the full band. Then, by means of coaxial vacuum
feedthroughs, the HOM power can be dissipated onto external 50 Ω loads in air
[9]. In this way, the application of dissipating materials in ultra high vacuum
(UHV) is avoided. Moreover the HOM power can be sampled with directional
couplers.

The broadband transitions have been designed at LNF with the 3D computer
code HFSS [10]. They are manufactured in OFHC copper and have been tested
on bench in UHV and with RF power [11].

One broadband transition is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an initial straight
30 cm section followed by an 80 cm tapered double ridge WG terminated with
an adapter to a 7/8" coaxial output. The 30 cm straight allows the fundamental
cavity mode to vanish before entering the tapered WG. This avoids having high
FM field at the coaxial output. The measured VSWR versus frequency response
of the WG to coaxial transition is shown in Fig. 2.
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With the use of the described damping system, the parasitic mode quality
factors Qs of the most dangerous HOMs are reduced, on the average, by two
orders of magnitude. In some cases, like for the TM011, the Q damping is even
stronger. Frequency and Q of the FM and HOMs have been measured. Also, a
careful characterization of the model with the bead perturbation method has
been carried out for some longitudinal monopoles to measure their R/Q. Table 3
shows the FM and HOM Qs obtained on a copper cavity prototype equipped
with WGs. The last column in Table 3 gives the coupled bunch instability rise
time in case of full coupling with the damped HOMs calculated with formulae
given in the Appendix. The FM quality factor decreases by 12 % due to the
application of WGs.

FIG. 1 - Broad band waveguide-to-coaxial transition.

FIG. 2 - Measured VSWR vs. frequency response of waveguide-to-coaxial transition.
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Table 3. Cavity Prototype Modes

Mode Freq. (MHz) R/Q (Ω) Undamped Q WG damped Q τ (ms)

0-EM-1

0-MM-1

0-EM-2

0-MM-2

0-EM-3

0-MM-3

0-EM-4

0-EM-5

0-MM-4

1-MM-1 a

1-MM-1 b

1-EM-1 a

1-EM-1 b

 357.2

 745.7

 796.8

 1023.6

 1121.1

 1175.9

 1201.5

 1369.0

 1431.7

 490.0

 491.3

 523.5

 549.7

 61

 16

 0.5

 0.9

 0.3

 0.6

 0.2

 2.0

 1.0

 5.1*

 5.1*

 14.0*

 14.0*

 25000

 24000

 40000

 28000

 12000

 5000

 9000

 5000

 4000

 30500

 28500

 31500

 32000

 22000

 70

 210

 90

 300

 90

 180

 170

 550

 650

 830

 150

 50

 1.4

 14.9

 17.5

 15.4

 25.6

 38.4

 4.1

 2.6

 3.0

 2.4

 4.5

 13.1

(*) Normalized impedance, URMEL definition.

2.1.4. Simulations.

Simulations of the WG loaded DAΦNE cavity have been carried out using the

computer codes POPBCI [12] and HFSS [13] and an analytical method based on

the Kirchoff's approximation [14].

The code POPBCI can post-process data from any 3D electromagnetic code

to calculate the resonant frequencies and the beam coupling impedances of

waveguide loaded resonators. The code considers perfectly matched WGs

connected to the cavity body and calculates the longitudinal and transverse

mode impedances of the resonator as a function of frequency.

Figures 3 and 4 show Re[ZL] and Re[ZT] of the DAΦNE cavity without and

with WGs respectively.
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FIG. 3 - Longitudinal and transverse coupling impedances of DAΦNE cavity
in the 0 - 1000 MHz frequency band (without waveguide dampers).
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FIG. 4 - Longitudinal and transverse coupling impedances of DAΦNE cavity
 in the 0 - 1000 MHz frequency band

(waveguide terminated with perfectly matched loads).
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Similar investigations have been performed using the HFSS code which is
based on the finite elements method. HFSS computes the field distribution in
the frequency domain inside any passive 3D structure by defining input and
output ports.

The results are presented in the form of a scattering matrix and the pa-
rameters Sij versus frequency are given.

A different simulation method of the DAΦNE cavity with WG loading is based
on the so-called Kirchoff's approximation. The fields propagating in the WGs are
computed considering the unperturbed magnetic field on the slot surface as the
source term for the WG Green's functions. The Q factor of a generic resonance
of the loaded cavity (QL) is therefore:

  
QL = ωU / P0 + Pwg( ) = 1/ 1/ Q0 + Pwg /ωU( )  (2)

where Qo is the unloaded quality factor, Po is the power dissipated by the cavity
walls and U is the energy stored in the cavity. The power Pwg absorbed by the
WGs is given by the real part of the Poynting vector flux through the rectangular
slot.

This method has been applied to the monopolar modes of the DAΦNE cavity
and the results of this analytical simulation are presented in [14]. The results
obtained with analytical and numerical methods are in rather good agreement.

2.1.5. HOM power loss estimates.

The beam power delivered to the cavity HOMs has been estimated for the 30
bunches initial operation [15] of DAΦNE. The beam current expressed as a
Fourier series is:

  ib (t ) = Im∑ exp jmω0t( )  (3)

The total HOM power depends on the cavity monopole spectrum and in-
creases when the beam lines Im overlap the cavity spectrum. The power can
finally be derived as follows:

  

P = 2 R / Q( )QIm
2

1 + Q2 mω0
ωr

− ωr
mωo







2
HOMs
∑

m=0

+∞
∑ (4)

The above expression has been calculated taking into account the beam and
cavity spectra. For 30 bunches the HOM power is about 200 W. In the case of
full current operation, the HOM losses are below 1 kW per WG.
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2.1.6. Present status.

The RF cavity for the DAΦNE main ring is being fabricated by Zanon S.p.A,
Schio, Italy.

Figure 5 shows a sketch of the resonator equipped with the HOM WGs, the
tuning system and the main RF coupler.

The cavity central body is obtained from a single forged billet of OFHC
copper and is fully manufactured from the inside by an automatic milling ma-
chine to avoid large UHV tight weldings. The tapered tubes are made with the
same technique. The stainless steel flanges have been welded with the electron
beam welding (EBW) technique and the vacuum tightness is ensured by
Helicoflex gaskets in the rectangular WG flanges; Be-Cu springs guarantee low
RF loss contacts; other flanges are standard Conflat type. The cavity cooling is
provided by 10 mm dia. cooling pipes brazed onto the cavity surface with a low
temperature alloy.

Figure 6 shows a picture of the cavity under construction at Zanon. The RF
power tests are scheduled in July 1995.

FIG. 5 - Sketch of DAΦNE resonator equipped with HOM waveguides,
tuning system and main RF coupler.
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FIG. 6 - DAΦNE cavity under construction at Zanon.

2.2. Longitudinal feedback kicker

Even though the HOMs in the accelerating cavity are heavily damped, the

probability for a damped HOM to cross a coupled bunch mode frequency is high

and, due to the large total current, the growth rate of unstable modes can be

substantially stronger than the natural damping rate (compare the data of Table

3 with radiation damping times given in Table 1).
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The required additional damping is provided via a time domain, bunch by
bunch feedback system [16] based on digital signal processors (DSPs). The
digital section is under construction at SLAC in the framework of a collaboration
with the SLAC-LBL PEP-II group on feedback systems for the next generation of
factories with intense beams and a large number of bunches. In fact, the design
specifications are set to meet the ultimate performance specifications of ALS,
PEP-II and DAΦNE. A prototype system with a single board digital section is
running at ALS [17].

The maximum power at the kicker is determined by the voltage gain needed
to achieve the required damping rate and the maximum synchrotron phase error
allowed during injection.

We have some new development with the longitudinal kicker. We have built
a prototype with two full coverage striplines broadly resonant at ~1.2 GHz, i.e.:
3.25 times the RF frequency, series connected with a λ/2 line. We have
experimented with little surprise how awkward can be proper tuning of this
device. Furthermore, according to simulations, the stripline kicker is very rich
in HOM content, requiring a careful laboratory characterization.

Therefore, we have explored the possibility to use an RF cavity kicker whose
fundamental mode resonates at 3.25 times the RF frequency. Figure 7 shows a
cut view of the cavity. The 88 mm diameter beam tube opens into a 200 mm
diameter, 72 mm long, pill-box cavity. To obtain the very large bandwidth
required (≈ 180 MHz at least, for 120 bunches operation), the cavity is loaded by
6 ridged waveguides followed by broadband transition to 7/8" standard coax,
very similar to those in the main RF cavity, except that in this case the coupling
is extended to the fundamental mode. The 6 waveguides are placed
symmetrically on both sides of the pill box 120° apart from each other. Three
WGs are used as input ports and the other three for termination loads. In this
way, thanks to the symmetry and since the power dissipated in the external
load is much greater than the power dissipated in the cavity walls, the system is
perfectly matched.

The kicker cavity does not need to be tuned in operation, being broadband,
nor cooled, since almost all the power is dissipated in the external loads.
Moreover, the damping waveguides couple out the HOM's as well. The behavior
of the device has been completely characterized making use of the HFSS as the
fundamental design tool. A cavity kicker prototype has been recently built and
measured at LNF.

Figure 8 shows the theoretical and experimental transmission frequency
response for the fundamental mode and HOMs up to beam pipe cut-off.

A 750 Ω peak shunt impedance, to be compared to the theoretical 400 Ω
(measured in a prototype: ≈ 300 Ω) in the stripline, together with a bandwidth
larger than 220 MHz have been calculated and measured. The results are
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shown in Fig. 9.
The mechanical design is now complete and we intend to place an order to

industry for two pieces (one per ring) for the initial operation at a reduced
number of bunches. According to simulations with realistic values of the HOM
impedances, a large bandwidth power amplifier of ~ 200 Watt is enough to
damp an initial offset of 100 ps of the injected bunch with the other 29 bunches
at the full design current.

Two cavities per ring will eventually be installed for operation at the full
nominal current with 3x200 Watt power amplifiers per cavity, each feeding
separately a waveguide coupler.

The stripline kicker is a directional device operating in travelling wave mode,
and therefore its input downstream ports are almost uncoupled to the beam. On
the contrary the cavity kicker is a totally symmetric standing wave structure so
that the power released by the beam reaches indifferently all ports. Ferrite
circulators are therefore necessary in this case to isolate the output section of
the power amplifier feeding the cavity.

FIG. 7 - Cut view of longitudinal feedback kicker cavity.
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FIG. 8 - Theoretical and experimental WG to WG transmission frequency response
of longitudinal feedback kicker cavity.
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FIG. 9 - Shunt impedance of longitudinal feedback cavity kicker.
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2.3. Resistive wall

The resistive wall impedance per unit length is given by [18]:

 

  

ZL
L

= ω
c

(1 + j )Z0δ
4πb

F0
b

a






ZTx
L

= (1 + j )Z0δ
2πb3 F1x

b

a






ZTy

L
= (1 + j )Z0δ

2πb3 F1y
b

a






 (5)

where

δ = 2cρ
ωZ0

  (6)

is the skin depth; ρ the material resistivity; Z0 the free space impedance (120π

Ω). 
  
F0 ,F1x ,F1y are the form factors depending on the geometrical shape of a

vacuum chamber cross section, b stands for half the vertical chamber size and

a is half the horizontal one.

Almost all the DAΦNE vacuum chamber is made of aluminum, except for a

60 cm long beryllium vacuum pipe in the vicinity of the interaction point and

relatively short pieces of stainless steel pipe coated with 40-50 µm copper. The

vacuum chamber in the bending magnets is of rectangular shape with cut

corners which can be approximated by an ellipse with axes 53×100 mm and

  F0 = 0.95, 
  
F1x = 0.47,F1y = 0.845. The beam pipe in the straight sections has a

circular cross section with radius b = 44 mm for which 
  
F0 = F1x = F1y = 1. The

very flat rectangular vacuum chamber inside the wiggler magnets (20×130mm)

can be represented in calculations by two infinite parallel plates with

F0 = 1,F1x = π
24

,F1y = π
12

.

By summing up the three contributions, the total longitudinal and transverse

resistive wall impedances are:

ZL = 0.3(1+ j) n Ω , ZTx = 15.34(1+ j) / n
kΩ
m

, ZTy = 28.27(1+ j) / n
kΩ
m

Here n is the harmonic number f/fo.
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For a thick wall and not very short bunches the loss factor and the dissi-
pated power per unit length due to the resistive wall impedance are given by:

   

dkl
dz

= c

4π2bσz
3/2

Z0ρ
2

Γ 3
4





 F0 ;

dP

dz
= (eN )2 nbc

2πR

dkl
dz

 (7)

where N is the number of particles per bunch and nb  is the number of bunches
in the beam.

Then, in the case of 120 bunches, the power deposited in the straight sec-
tions is 6.9 W/m, in the bending magnet vacuum chamber 10.9 W/m and in
the wiggler vacuum chamber 30.4 W/m. The longitudinal impedance estimated
at the bunch spectrum roll-off n = 520 is a rather small value

  

ZL
n

= 0.013(1 + j )Ω

and is not considered to be harmful for the longitudinal single and multibunch
beam dynamics while the transverse impedance is dominant at low frequencies
and can excite the transverse multibunch instability.

We have evaluated the transverse instability rise time [19] using the well-
known expression for the coherent frequency shift [20, 21]. Figure 10 shows
the rise time for the first three transverse coherent modes as a function of the
machine chromaticity ξ for 30 bunches in the beam.

FIG. 10 - Rise times of transverse resistive wall instability for monopole (m = 0),
dipole (m = 1) and sextupole (m = 2) modes.
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As we can see, the rise time of the monopolar mode (m = 0) for a slightly
positive chromaticity is about one order of magnitude faster than the DAΦNE
transverse damping time. A transverse feedback system is necessary to damp
this instability.

2.4. Transverse feedback kicker

A transverse feedback system is foreseen in order to damp the resistive wall
instability and control a large number of transverse coupled bunch modes. The
system utilizes two button beam position monitors in order to detect both the
horizontal and vertical beam momenta; summing the pick-up signals in proper
proportion, the correction signal (in quadrature) at the kicker is produced.

Two transverse kickers will be installed in each ring; these kickers are of
stripline pair design (see Fig. 11), with one device per transverse plane. In order
to use the stripline as transverse kicker, two voltages of opposite polarity are
applied downstream the beam direction at facing ports. The combined magnetic
and electric fields give a deflecting Lorentz force in the transverse plane.

FIG. 11 - Sketch of transverse feedback kicker.

The striplines are chosen to be 20 cm long; the stay clear aperture of the
devices is 88 mm (the beam pipe diameter) and the vacuum chamber diameter
in this section is 120 mm.

The available space in the machine limits the maximum length of each
kicker. Two 50 mm long tapers join the kicker vacuum chamber to the rest of
the beam pipe in order to minimize the losses.

The electromagnetic project has been realized with the HFSS computer code
optimizing the feedthrough positions, in order to minimize the reflection to the
amplifier. The calculated fraction of the input power reflected to the amplifier is
less than 2%.
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The transverse shunt impedance versus frequency on axis is shown in

Fig. 12.

FIG. 12 - Transverse shunt impedance of transverse feedback kicker
 (solid line - analytical result; points - HFSS numerical simulation result).

The coupling impedance of the kicker at low frequencies can be evaluated as

the impedance of a pair of striplines [22]:

  

ZL (ω ) = 2Zs
φ0
2π







2
sin2 ωl

c
+ j sin

ωl

c
cos

ωl

c






ZT
⊥ (ω ) = c

b2
4
φ0







2

sin2 φ0
2







ZL
ω





  

 (8)

where Zs  is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line formed by a

strip and the vacuum chamber wall; l  is the stripline length; φ0 the stripline

coverage angle; ZT
⊥  is the transverse impedance in the direction perpendicular

to the striplines.
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At frequencies   ω / 2π << c / 4l = 375MHz  eq. (8) gives for such a kicker:

 

  

ZL
n

≈ j2Zs
φ0
2π







2 l

R
= j0.064Ω

ZT
⊥ ≈ j

8Zsl

π2b2 sin2 φo
2





 = j1.73

kΩ
m

 (9)

Due to the periodic behavior of (8) these values have to be considered as an
upper limit in the low frequency range. The maximum value of the real part of
the impedance   Re ZL / n  within the low frequency range is   0.04Ω  at f = 375
MHz.

Analysis of high frequency kicker behavior with MAFIA and HFSS have
shown that some HOMs do not couple to the feedthroughs and remain trapped
in the kicker structure. The strongest is the mode at f = 2.303 GHz with Rs =
2.67 kΩ and Q = 1971. The longitudinal coupled bunch instability rise time is
about 1 ms at full coupling. If this happens the instability can be damped, in
principle, by the longitudinal feedback system. But the power loss due to the
mode can be high. Although the mode is at the tail of the bunch spectrum (for 3
cm bunch length), it is close to the spectrum line   25 ⋅ (30 f0 ) = 2.302 GHz in the
30 bunches operation. There is a high probability of full mode coupling with the
spectrum line. This would give 1 kW power loss. In order to extract this mode
we plan to install an antenna on the kicker taper.

2.5. Interaction region

The interaction region (IR) for the KLOE experiment [23] is 10 m long and is
shown in Fig. 13. The low-β  permanent quadrupole triplets are 46 cm away
from the interaction point (IP) and are confined in a cone of 9o half aperture,
leaving a material free solid angle for the apparatus of ~ 99%. It is a
requirement of the experiment to have a large (radius 10 cm) aperture vacuum
chamber at the IP as transparent as possible to the produced particles.

The outer parts of the IR vacuum chamber are made of stainless steel with a
copper coating inside to reduce the ohmic losses. The inner section, bulb-
shaped at the IP, is made of 0.5 mm thick pure beryllium, directly brazed onto
the stainless steel pipe.

The beryllium bulb-shaped cavity (see Fig. 14 for details) is harmful to the
beam dynamics. It traps both monopolar and dipolar HOMs which can result in
longitudinal and transverse multibunch instabilities and excess RF power
loss [24].
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Table 4 shows the parameters of three dangerous monopole modes while
Table 5 gives estimated rise times for the dipole mode and quadrupole mode
instabilities, τ1 and τ2 , respectively.

FIG. 13 - KLOE interaction region layout.

FIG. 14 - Central part of interaction region vacuum chamber.
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Table 4. Modes trapped in the spherical part of IR

f [MHz] R/Q   [Ω] Q

1324.2
1877.1
2353.8

15.2
14.0

    7.45

34500
36100
37100

Table 5. Power losses and instability rise times

f [MHz] τ1 [ms] τ2  [ms] P1 [W]

1324.2
1877.1
2353.8

0.006
0.006
0.011

0.012
0.008
0.011

1109.4
531.2
131.1

Note that the dissipated power may be enormous even for a single bunch
rotating in the machine when full coupling of the HOM with the closest bunch
spectrum line occurs (P1 in Table 5). This situation has a rather high probability
since the spectrum lines are situated at each harmonic of the revolution
frequency and due to the temperature drift the HOM can be moved on a
spectrum line.

The possibility of using long tapers from the IP to the first quadrupole
magnet instead of the beryllium cavity also has been investigated. It was shown
that this would not remove the problem of trapped modes completely and, what
is even more important, such a thin beryllium structure could collapse under
the 1-2 atm. pressure [25].

In order to avoid RF radiation a solution with a thin Be screen of 50-60 µm
thickness has been proposed. Its radius is equal to that of the beam pipe and
the length ≈20 cm, shielding the bulb-shaped part of the vacuum chamber.
This thickness is enough to screen frequencies starting from the first harmonic
of the revolution frequency and, on the other hand, transparent for the
experiment. The total estimated resistive wall loss in the screen is about 4 W in
case of 120 bunches in both electron and positron beams. The synchrotron
radiation produces only a small additional heating of the beam pipe (1-2 W) near
the IP [26]. The first Be sample prototype has been delivered from K-TEK and is
under test at the Frascati Laboratory.

The tapers in the IR are very smooth and give mainly an inductive contri-
bution to the impedance (see below).

The IR for the FINUDA experiment [27] is simpler because the vacuum
chamber near the IP is just a cylindrical Be pipe.
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2.6. Vacuum port screen

Lumped vacuum ports in the straight sections are screened by a mesh of
rounded end 22 mm long and 8 mm wide longitudinal slots. The longitudinal
distance between slots is varied randomly within ±10% in order to break the
periodicity and destroy possible coherent buildup of the wave radiated by the
slots [28].

The low frequency longitudinal and transverse impedance of a slot in a
circular vacuum chamber of radius b is calculated analytically [29]:

 

    

ZL ω( ) = jZo
ω
c

αm + αe( )
4π2b2

ZT ω( ) = jZo
αm + αe( )
π2b4

r
as cos(ϕs − ϕb )

 (10)

where αe and αm are the electric and magnetic polarizabilities; 
r
as  is the unit

vector directed onto the slot ; ϕs  and ϕb  are azimuthal angles of the slot and
beam in the vacuum chamber cross section containing the slot.

For slots with rounded ends and   0.1 ≤ w / l ≤ 1, where w  is the slot width
and l  the slot length, αe and αm can be found with an accuracy better than 1%
by applying the following approximations [30]:

 

  

αe ≅ − π
16

w2l 1 − 0.765
w

l
+ 0.1894

w

l






2











αm ≅ π
16

w2l 1 − 0.0857
w

l
− 0.0.0654

w

l






2











 (11)

For a single pump screen containing 90 slots eq. (10)-(11) give:

  

ZL
n

= j1.68 ⋅10−3Ω and ZT = j27.0
Ω
m

 .

In the case of DAΦNE the bunch is longer than the slot sizes and the low
frequency formulae (10)-(11) are valid almost for all the bunch spectrum. The
real part of a slot impedance is much smaller than the imaginary one and has
been calculated in [31]:

  
Re ZL ω( ) = Z0

αe
2 + αm

2( )
6π3b2c4 ω 4 (12)
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The corresponding loss factor is :

  
kl = Zo

αe
2 + αm

2( )c
16π7/2σz

5b2 (13)

An estimate for the DAΦNE pump screen gives the negligible value

 kl = 2.8 ⋅10−5V / pC.

We should mention that the expressions (12), (13) were obtained for infinitely

thin vacuum pipe walls. Due to the finite thickness of the beam screen, which is

comparable to the slot width in the DAΦNE case, some additional reduction of

the impedances (~ 60%) is expected.

2.7. Antechamber slots

Four 10 m long vessels constitute the vacuum chamber of the bending and

wiggler sections of each ring. A continuous 10 m long slot separates the beam

channel from an antechamber where the synchrotron radiation absorbers and

the pumping stations are situated. The width of the slot very smoothly changes

between 20 mm at the absorber location and 10 mm in the wiggler vacuum

chamber. Different cross sections along the bending section are shown in

Fig. 15. The depth of the slot is always longer than its width. This attenuates

beam coupling to the antechamber.

In order to estimate the beam impedance, calculations were carried out with

MAFIA (see Fig. 16). Due to the known fact that the dependence of the

impedance on the slot length saturates for long slots we assumed for the

simulation a 50 cm long slot which, being much longer that the bunch, is ad-

equate to describe the slot impedance. The slot width was taken to be 2 cm and

the depth 2.5 cm. The coupling impedance was found by performing the Fourier

transform of the long range wake field given by MAFIA.

Figure 17 shows the real and imaginary part of the impedance. As it can be

seen, the impedance is small and mainly inductive up to rather high frequen-

cies.

The low frequency part of the impedance is less than   ZL / n = j6.6 ⋅10−5Ω .

No dangerous HOM were found in such a structure.
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FIG. 15 - Some of arc vacuum chamber cross sections (only half of the arc is shown).

FIG. 16 - MAFIA input for antechamber slot impedance calculations.
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FIG. 17 - Real and imaginary part of the antechamber impedance.

2.8. Beam position monitor (BPM)

The beam position monitor (BPM) system is the primary diagnostic system.
We have 41 BPMs in each ring and 12 in the common part of the interaction
regions. They consist of four "button" electrodes mounted flush with the vacuum
pipe. The design helps maintaining coupling impedance and parasitic losses
within acceptably low values in spite of the large number of units. Since the
vacuum chamber cross-section is largely variable along the ring circumference,
we have developed six different designs, but in all of them the same type of
electrode (SMA 50-MB from Ceramex, France) is used (see Fig. 18).

FIG. 18 - Button electrode for DAΦNE BPMs.
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The button electrode is mainly sensitive to the beam electric field. The usual
equivalent circuit representation of an electrostatic monitor is a current
generator of the same value of the image current intercepted fraction, shunted
by the electrode capacitance to ground (~ 5pF in our case).

The button is connected to the detector circuit by means of a short run of
coaxial cable having characteristic impedance Ro = 50 Ohm and terminated into
an Ro resistor.

Taking a circular vacuum chamber of radius b as reference, it is useful to
write the signal impedance ZB for a centered beam as:

  
ZB = FϕR0

jω /ω2
1 + jω /ω1

 (14)

where ω1 = 1/RoCB and ω2 = c/2r, with CB the button capacitance to ground,
r the button radius, c speed of light, ϕ the coverage factor = r/4b and F a form
factor depending on the chamber geometry and on the electrode position in the
chamber (F = 1 for circular geometry).

In this way the signal impedance is written as a frequency-depending part
which is a function of the button characteristics (radius and capacitance to
ground, equal for all the BPMs) times a constant factor including geometric
factors and the termination resistance. In the various BPM designs the values of
F range from ~ 0.7 to 1 and the values of ϕ from ~ 0.03 to 0.125.

Following the arguments of Ref.[32], the low frequency component of the
longitudinal coupling impedance (per button) can be written as

  
ZL (ω ) = ϕ ω1

ω2







ZB(ω ) (15)

and

  

ZL
n

= Fϕ2R0
ω1
ω2







jω0 /ω2
1 + jω /ω1

  (16)

with ω0 the angular revolution frequency. Note that for a matched electrode
(ω1/ω2) = 1.

Taking into account all the BPMs, this gives a fairly small value (3.3.10-3 Ω)
for Z/n, with the imaginary part mainly inductive at low frequency and vanishing
at high frequency and a maximum of the real part at a frequency           f =
ω1/2π.
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However, this method of evaluation of the coupling impedance is likely to
underestimate the result, since it takes into account only that part of fields
contributing to the output signal formation. In fact, some modes which do not
dissipate their power in the external terminations, have been found with MAFIA.
The first one is the mode of TE11 type establishing around the electrodes. Since
the electric field is maximum at the button circumference and zero at the center
connection, no signal is generated outside. The frequency of the mode (~7 GHz)
is beyond the bunch spectrum and does not give any substantial contribution to
the power loss. Neither it is dangerous for the multibunch stability.

The same is valid for the other modes of that kind at higher frequencies.
However, these modes give some additional inductive contribution to the
impedance at low frequency. The low frequency impedance of a BPM can be
evaluated as the impedance of an annular narrow slot in the vacuum chamber
wall. Since the polarizabilities are not known for the slot we calculated the in-
ductive impedance of a single button with MAFIA and applied eq. (10) as a
scaling law for different BPM designs taking into account also the geometry of
the vacuum chamber and the button position in it. For all BPMs such an esti-
mate gives ZL / n < 0.01 Ω.

2.9. Tapers

In order to reduce the coupling impedance it is necessary to produce a
vacuum chamber as smooth as possible. Long tapers, connecting vacuum
chamber components, are used in DAΦNE to avoid sharp discontinuities in the
vacuum chamber cross section.

The diameter of the beam pipe in the interaction region increases from
88 mm at the interaction point to 200 mm at the gate valve location at a distance
of 3.3 m from the IP by means of a system of very gradual azimuthally sym-
metric tapers, shown in Fig. 13. After the valve, a 1.1 m long taper with the
angle less than   4o is used to connect the 200 mm round beam pipe to the
200×54 mm rectangular pipe in front of the splitting magnet. Simulation of such
a structure with ABCI gives a low frequency inductive impedance
ZL / n = j0.033 Ω  and a loss factor kl = 2.58 ⋅10−3V / pC  for 3 cm bunch length.

Smooth transitions connect the circular beam pipe of the straight sections
(with a diameter of 88 mm) and the rectangular beam pipes after the splitting
magnet (88×54 mm). Figure 19 shows an example of such a connection be-
tween the rectangular chamber in the splitting magnet and the straight section.
The tapers between the rectangular dipole vacuum chamber and the straight
section are essentially the same, but steeper (with the angle of    13.9o) due to the
limited space allowed. For the taper impedance estimates, in simulations with
ABCI, we use an azimuthally symmetric structure and then multiply the results
by the azimuthal filling factor. Summing up the contributions from all the tapers
of that kind gives ZL / n = j0.063 Ω .

There are other tapers between the rectangular vacuum chamber in the
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bending sections and the very flat rectangular chamber inside the wiggler
magnets (130×20 mm). These tapers are the closest to the beam and to de-
crease their influence on the beam dynamic the taper angle has to be as small
as possible. In the present design the angle is less than     2.5o. The total contribu-
tion of the tapers in 4 wiggler section is ZL / n = j0.027 Ω.

FIG. 19 - Transition between rectangular and round beam pipes.

2.10. Scrapers

A scraper system [33] will be used in DAΦNE to reduce the lost particles
background inside the KLOE and FINUDA detectors. It consists of two vertical
and two horizontal scrapers in each ring. Fig. 20 shows the horizontal scraper.

The central part of the scraper (target) is made of W and has a thickness of
5 cm to stop almost completely the electromagnetic shower produced by 500
MeV electrons. In order to minimize the contribution of such a discontinuity to
the coupling impedance the target joins the neighboring vacuum chamber by
means of long tapers in the beam direction which are made of a lighter material.

During machine operation the position of the scraper can be varied to find a
compromise between a good life time and an acceptable background in the
detectors. At injection the scrapers must be open to exploit the whole available
aperture.

The impedance calculations were carried out for the case of maximum target
penetration into the vacuum chamber.
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Figure 21 shows the real and imaginary part of the impedance calculated as
Fourier transform of the wake field given by MAFIA. The impedance remains
inductive until ~3 GHz and the low frequency contribution can be estimated as
j0.0155 Ω.

The design of the vertical scraper is the same, except that the targets are
moved in the vertical direction and the maximum penetration is smaller than the
horizontal one.

FIG. 20 - Horizontal scraper design.

FIG. 21 - Horizontal scraper broad band impedance.
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2.11. Bellows

The mainly inductive contribution to the beam impedance is expected from
bellows connecting the machine arcs with the straight sections. The bellows
have to allow both the longitudinal expansion and the bend in the horizontal
plane. It was decided to avoid any sliding contacts in the bellows which can be
burned out due to the high current flowing on the bellows screen. Moreover, if,
for any reason, there is no contact between the sliding surfaces the capacitance
between the sliding contacts can create a resonant circuit with the rest of the
bellows. This is a potential danger for the multibunch stability and a source of
power losses.

The bellows design proposed for DAΦNE is shown in Fig. 22. The bellows
screen is made of thin (0.5 mm) strips oriented in the vertical plane and sep-
arated by 4 mm gaps. The width of a strip is 6 mm, i. e. wider than the gap
between the strips in order to attenuate radiation outside the screen.

FIG. 22 - Bellows design.

The strips are produced by a hot forming method and have a waved shape.
This allows longitudinal expansion. In the working regime the strips are sup-
posed to be almost straight.

Preliminary simulations with MAFIA show that the bellows are inductive at
low frequency with a rather small impedance of   ZL / n = j0.006Ω . Simulations
in frequency domain indicated a cluster of low shunt impedance low Q HOMs
with wave length λ = 2l , l  being the length of the slots between the strips.
However, we can not completely rely on the numerical simulation for such a
complicated structure which were carried out with a rough mesh due to memory
and CPU time limitations. Because of that a bellows prototype was ordered to
DOIG SPRING, UK and the coupling impedance will be measured.
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2.12. Other inductive elements

There is a large number of small discontinuities in the DAΦNE vacuum
chamber, of different kinds, shapes and sizes. These are shallow cavities in
flanges and valves, gaps in BPM assembly, slots for the synchrotron radiation
monitor etc. Due to the limited space allowed, we do not show the corre-
sponding drawings.

Despite of small sizes, the overall contribution of these elements to the in-
ductive impedance, up to rather high frequencies, can not be neglected. We
have used both the analytical expressions of [34] and numerical simulations with
ABCI in order to evaluate the contribution. The overall estimated impedance
ZL/n is smaller than j0.1 Ω.

2.13. Space charge impedance, Laslett tune shift

The space charge coupling impedance of a uniform disk beam with trans-
verse size "a" in a smooth round beam pipe of a radius "b" is purely imaginary
[35]:

  

ZL
n

= − j
Z0

2γ 2 1 + 2 ln
b

a











 (17)

ZT = − j
Z0R

γ 2
1

2a2 − 1

b2






 (18)

To give an estimate we take a =< σy > , which is the smallest average
transverse size and b = 2.65 cm as an average beam pipe radius. This gives:

  

ZL
n

= − j2.1mΩ and ZT = − j114.9kΩ / m

The Laslett tune shift [36] for a tri-gaussian bunch can be written in the
following form [37]:

 

  

∆νy = −
NT / B( )βyre

2πβ2γ 3σy σx + σy( ) −
NTβyre

πγ
1

β2γ 2B

ε1

h2 + ε1

h2 + ε2

g2









(19)

where NT  is the total number of particles in the ring;   B = 2πσz / sb  is the
bunching factor with sb  the bunch spacing; h is the half-height of the vacuum
chamber; g is the half-height of the magnetic gap. The coefficients ε1 and ε2  are
the form factors for the vacuum chamber and magnetic gap (can be found, for
example, in [38]).
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The first term in (19) is a direct space charge term ∆νy
sc  and can serve as a

measure of the space charge tune spread in a bunch [37]. For DAΦNE it is
negligible:

  
∆νy

sc = −4.4 ⋅10−4    (120 bunches)

i. e. about two orders of magnitude smaller than the beam-beam tune spread.

The second term in (19) is due to induced charges and currents in the
vacuum chamber walls and magnet poles. A rough pessimistic estimate gives for
DAΦNE:

 
  
∆νy

ind = −1.16 ⋅10−2      (120 bunches)

which can be compensated, if necessary, by adjusting the machine linear optics.

Here we have considered only the vertical tune shift because the direct
space charge term is much smaller for the horizontal plane due to the larger
horizontal beam size and, in turn, the second term gives a slightly smaller value
than ∆νy

ind  but of the opposite sign.

3 - SINGLE BUNCH THRESHOLDS

3.1. Bunch lengthening

In the study of the single bunch dynamics, the wake potential over the
bunch length is of main interest. This implies that, in the frequency domain, the
bunch does not resolve the details of the actual machine impedance and it
rather experiences an average effect. The reduced frequency resolution was the
main justification for using different broad-band models, when the machine
impedance is substituted by a simple model with a limited number of
parameters, extracted from the results of experiments or numerical simulations.

However, when the bunch length changes over a wide range the parameters
of the model essentially depend on the bunch length. For example, the wake of
an RF cavity can be inductive for long bunches and capacitive for short
bunches.

For DAΦNE, where the bunch length changes from a "natural" length of 5-6
mm to the nominal value of 3 cm, it is impossible to characterize the broad-band
impedance of a vacuum chamber element by a single value at different bunch
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lengths. In order to get an idea of the relative contributions of the elements to
the total machine impedance, in Table 6 we show the contribution of the main
inductive elements (remaining inductive in the foreseen bunch length range),
while Table 7 shows the loss factors of the elements contributing to the power
loss at the nominal bunch length.

Table 6. Impedance of main inductive elements

Element Im ZL/n [Ω]

 Tapers

 Transverse feedback kickers (low frequency)
 Scrapers
 Bellows
 Resistive wall (at roll - off frequency)
 BPMs
 Vacuum pump screens
 Injection port
 Antechamber slots
 Synchrotron radiation
 Space charge
 Other inductive elements

                                              Total

 0.156

 0.128
 0.062
 0.024
 0.013
 0.01
 0.02
 0.0031
 0.0005

 < 0.015
 -0.0021
 0.1

 0.53 Ω

Table 7. Elements contributing to power losses

 Element   kl ,V / pC  at σz = 3 cm

 RF cavity

 Third harmonic cavity
 Longitudinal feedback kicker
 Transverse kickers
 Injection kickers
 IR taper system
 Scrapers
 Injection port

                                              Total

 0.129

 0.157
 0.120
 0.064
 0.047
 0.0026
 0.00007
 0.00004

 0.52

In order to simulate the bunch lengthening process we undertake a nu-
merical tracking using the wake potential of a short gaussian bunch with      σz
= 2.5 mm (see Fig. 23) as the machine wake function. The computer codes ABCI
[39] and MAFIA were used to calculate the wake potential for DAΦNE.
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FIG. 23 - Total DAΦNE wake potential for 2.5 mm gaussian bunch.

The tracking method is essentially the same as that successfully used in the
bunch lengthening simulations for the SLC damping rings [40, 41], SPEAR [42],
PETRA and LEP[43]. The motion of Ns super particles representing the beam is
described in the longitudinal phase space by [41]:

  

εi n( ) = εi n − 1( ) − 2T0
τε

εi n − 1( ) + 2σε0
T0
τε

Ri (n) + Vrf
' + Vind (zi )

zi (n) = zi (n − 1) + αcT0
E

εi (n)

  (20)

where   εi (n) and   zi (n) are the energy and position coordinates of the ith particle
after n revolutions in the storage ring. T0  is the revolution period; τε the
damping time; 

  
Vrf

'  the slope of the RF voltage; Ri the random number obtained
from a normally distributed set with mean 0 and rms 1.

On each turn all the super particles are distributed in Nbin bins and the
induced voltage Vind is calculated by [43]:

  
Vind (z j ) = − Q

Ns
Nb (zi )wδ

zi <z j

i=1,Nbin

∑ (z j − zi )  (21)

Note, that z j  in the expression (21) are the coordinates of the bin centers
and the induced voltage at the positions of the super particles is found by a
linear interpolation over the 

  
Vind (z j ). Here   Nb (zi ) is the number of super par-

ticles in the bin with the center at zi  and   wδ (z ) is the machine wake function.
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For the simulation we have used Vrf = 127 kV. This corresponds to the
natural bunch length of 6.8 mm. Ns = 200000 particles are tracked over 4
damping times and the average bunch properties, as rms length, rms energy
spread, coordinate of the centroid, are calculated by averaging over the last
damping time. These bunch characteristics with the bunch distribution are
shown in Fig. 24. The bunch distribution gets more bulbous than a gaussian
and is tilted forward. Such a distribution corresponds to the inductive - resistive
machine broad-band impedance.

FIG. 24 - Bunch lengthening in DAΦNE at Vrf = 127 kV:
a) Bunch shape; b) Bunch centroid coordinate; c) Relative rms energy spread;

d) rms bunch length as intensity function.

As it can be seen in Fig. 24c) the microwave threshold is at
N = 1 ⋅1010particles per bunch. Despite such a low threshold the bunch length
still does not reach the nominal value of   σz = 3cm.

We should remark here, that in the simulation we did not included the
impedance contribution from the bellows between the machine arcs and straight
sections because their final design was not finalized yet.
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The wake fields due to the bellows give some bunch length increase.
Nevertheless, a third harmonic cavity is foreseen for DAΦNE as an additional
means for the bunch length control [44, 45].

3.2. Transverse mode coupling threshold

In order to estimate the threshold average current (Io)th for the transverse
mode coupling instability in DAΦNE we use the approximate formula [21] which
is valid for the coupling of lowest transverse modes ( m = 0 and m = -1 ):

 

  

I0( )th = 4 E / e( )νs

R Im ZT[ ]βy{ }∑
4 π

3
σz   (22)

 Here the imaginary impedances of vacuum chamber elements must be
summed up weighting by the betatron function at their locations.

The bunch arriving from the accumulator ring is expected to be longer than
3 cm and, due to the fact that the synchrotron period is two orders of
magnitude shorter than the damping time, the bunch never reaches its "natural"
value of 4.8 mm. Numerical simulations of the bunch lengthening show that it
never becomes shorter than 1 cm for the nominal bunch current. By
substituting DAΦNE parameters in eq. (22) and choosing σz = 1 cm we get the
impedance limit:

  
Im ZT[ ]βy{ }∑ ≤ 0.55MΩ

The broad band transverse impedance calculations were carried out with
MAFIA and ABCI performing Fourier transform of the short range wake fields.
Figure 25 shows the calculated transverse impedance of some main impedance
contributing elements (in the case of 1 cm bunch length and Fourier transform
over 30 cm wake).

Figure 26 shows the overall contributions to the weighted impedance. As it
can be seen the total impedance weighted by the beta function is well below the
threshold value 0.55 MΩ in all the frequency range of interest.

Simulations for other bunch lengths have shown that the situation is even
safer for longer bunches.
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FIG. 25 - Imaginary part of transverse broad band impedance of some
vacuum chamber elements: a) resistive wall; b) RF cavity;

c) transverse feedback kicker; d) longitudinal feedback kicker.

FIG. 26 - Imaginary part of DAΦNE transverse broad band impedance.
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4 - MULTIBUNCH INSTABILITY SIMULATIONS

A time domain simulation code [4, 46] has been developed in order to in-
vestigate the effect of the bunch-by-bunch feedback system on the multibunch
dynamics.

We have simulated the instabilities with the feedback off, considering the
injection of one bunch (with an error of 100 psec) all the others (29) being in the
equilibrium state.

FIG. 27 - Phase oscillations of a perturbed bunch with the feedback off.

FIG. 28 - Phase oscillations of the injected bunch with the feedback off.
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Figures 27, 28 show the oscillations of perturbed and injected bunches
during the first 5000 turns. This instability can be easily damped by an ideal
kicker with a peak voltage of 400 Volt as shown in Fig. 29. Since the RF cavity
kicker has a limited bandwidth, it differs from the ideal case, showing a re-
duced efficiency of about 20% as shown in Fig. 30.

FIG. 29 - Phase oscillations of the injected bunch with an ideal kicker.

FIG. 30 - Phase oscillations of the injected bunch with the RF cavity kicker.
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5 - CONCLUSIONS

We have described the design of the main DAΦNE vacuum chamber ele-
ments with an analysis of their impedance and impact on the single and
multibunch dynamics. The list of presented elements is far from being complete,
but enough to demonstrate the design strategy.

Our main concern was the coupled bunch instabilities. Because of that,
strong efforts have been undertaken to reduce the number of vacuum chamber
elements capable to create dangerous HOMs and to develop techniques for
damping the HOMs and the instabilities.

The RF cavity is, certainly, the main contributor to the strongest HOMs
which, if not damped, could give a multibunch instability rise time in the order
of tens of microseconds. Damping is obtained by strongly coupling HOMs to
rectangular waveguides (WG) placed onto the cavity surface. In order to
dissipate the extracted power outside the vacuum chamber the rectangular WGs
are converted in double ridge WGs by a smooth and wideband tapered section
which is adapted to 50 Ω by a transition to coaxial.

Even though the HOMs are heavily damped, the instability growth rate is
substantially stronger than the natural damping rate. This demanded the de-
velopment of feedback systems. A bunch-by-bunch feedback system will be
used with an overdamped cavity as a longitudinal feedback kicker. The cavity
has about 200 MHz bandwidth with 750 Ω peak shunt impedance. The HOMs of
such a cavity are also strongly damped. A transverse feedback system is also
foreseen for DAΦNE in order to damp residual transverse oscillations after in-
jection, transverse resistive wall and transverse coupled bunch instability.

Maximum care has been taken to screen possible resonating volumes
(bellows, central bulb shape part of the interaction region vacuum chamber
etc.).

Numerical tracking has been performed in order to simulate the bunch
lengthening process. Broad band wake fields were calculated with numerical
codes MAFIA and ABCI. Relative contribution of the inductive elements and loss
factors of main lossy elements can be found in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. As
expected, the bunch is in the turbulent lengthening regime with the threshold
reached at N ~ 1010 particles. However, the bunch lengthens to a value (2.1 cm
at Vrf = 127 kV) smaller than the nominal one of 3 cm and additional
lengthening may be necessary. A third harmonic cavity is planned for this
purpose.

The transverse mode coupling instability does not seem to be the limiting
instability for DAΦNE. The estimate has shown that the nominal bunch current
is about one order of magnitude lower than the threshold due to the transverse
mode coupling. Ion trapping effects are the subject of a separate paper [47].
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APPENDIX

Multibunch longitudinal and transverse instability
for high Q resonators (HOMs)

The instability rise time and the coherent frequency shift are obtained by
solving the equations (we use the formalism of J. L. Laclare in 'Bunched Beam
Coherent Instabilities', CAS Advanced Accelerator Physics, CERN 87-03, p. 264,
Vol. I)

 j ωc − mωs( ) = − Ibmη
ωs E / e( )

ZL p( )
p

∂go τ̂( )
∂τ̂

Jm
2 pωoτ̂( )dτ̂

0

∞
∫  (longitudinal)

     j ωc − mωs( ) = − Ibc

2 E / e( )νx,y
ZT p( ) τ̂go τ̂( )Jm

2 p + νx,y( )ωo − ωξ( )τ̂[ ]dτ̂
0

∞
∫  (transverse)

where ωc is the coherent synchrotron frequency, m  is the mode oscillation
number, ωs  is the unperturbed synchrotron frequency, Ib  is the beam current,
η  is the slip factor,   E / e  is the nominal energy (eV), ZL  is the longitudinal
resonator impedance,   go τ̂( ) is the stationary distribution in the phase space,
ωo  is the angular revolution frequency, Jm x( )  is the Bessel function of the first
kind, c is the speed of light, ZT p( )  is the transverse impedance, 

  
νx,y  is the

betatron number, 
  
ωξ = νx,yωoξ / η , and ξ  is the chromaticity. In case of

Gaussian bunch we can solve the integrals analytically and obtain

j ωc − mωs( ) = Ibmη
ωs E / e( )2πστ2

exp − p2ωo
2στ

2( )Im p2ωo
2στ

2( ) ZL p( )
p

(longitudinal)

j ωc − mωs( ) = − Ibc

4π E / e( )νx,y
ZT p( )

exp −στ
2 p + νx,y( )ωo − ωξ( )2





Im στ
2 p + νx,y( )ωo − ωξ( )2





 (transverse)

where στ  is the time bunch length and Im x( ) is the modified Bessel function.
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Usually the impedance is computed at the frequency pωo + mωs

(longitudinal) or 
  

p − νx,y( )ωo − mωs  (transverse), obtaining a rise time that in full

coupling condition is

 

1
τo

= Ibmη
ωs E / e( )2πστ2

exp − p2ωo
2στ

2( )Im p2ωo
2στ

2( ) Rs
p

 (longitudinal)

  

1
τo

= Ibωr

4π E / e( )νx,y
R⊥

URMEL

exp −στ
2 −p + νx,y( )ωo − ωξ( )2




Im στ

2 −p + νx,y( )ωo − ωξ( )2





   (transverse)

with Rs  the longitudinal shunt impedances, ωr  the HOM resonant frequency,

and R⊥
URMEL the transverse shunt impedance as given by URMEL code.

The impedance should instead be computed at pωo + ωc  (longitudinal) and

  
p − νx,y( )ωo − mωc (transverse), that is the equations have to be solved self-

consistently.

In the worst case of full coupling condition, if ωc<<ωr , the instability rise

time obtained for both longitudinal and transverse case is

τ =
2τ f

1 + 4
τ f

τo
− 1

with τ f  the HOM filling time.

From the above equation, if τ f << τo , the rise time coincides with τo , but

when the cavity HOM filling time is comparable or higher than the instability rise

time, the difference can become significant.
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Landau damping

To evaluate the effect of the Landau damping on the single HOM multibunch

instability, we use the dispersion integral that, in case of Gaussian bunch, can

be written as

1 = ZL p( )G−1 y( )

with h  the harmonic number, and

  

G−1 y( ) = − j
4 Ibηp

π hωsστ( )2
1

pωoστ( )2
exp − x( )Jm

2 pωoστ 2 x( )
x − y

dx

0

∞

∫
y = −

8 ωc − mωs( )
mωshωo

2στ
2

The integral has a principal value and an imaginary part. By imposing

Im y[ ] → 0+ , the curve of G y( ) in the complex plane gives the multibunch in-

stability threshold for a given impedance ZL p( ) .


